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REAL PRESENCES
GEORGE STEINER
“Steiner ... is simply brilliant in this measured rebuttal 
to the long tradition of skepticism originating in 
Nietzschean proclamations on the "death ot God’ and 
extending forward to those Steiner sees as doomsday 
inheritors—the deconstructionist philosophers.”
—Kirkus Reviews
Cloth $22.95 256 pages

THIS NEW YET
UNAPPROACHABLE AMERICA
Lectures after Emerson after Wittgenstein
STANLEY CAVELL
This brief book comprises two related essays: Cavcll’s 
first major treatment of Wittgenstein since his lauded 
The Claim of Reason and a reading of Emerson that 
outlines the stakes of viewing his writing as philosophy. 
Paper $9.95 136 pages
Library cloth edition $19.95
Distributed for Living Batch Books

ON SYMBOLS AND SOCIETY
KENNETH BURKE
Edited bv Joseph II. (hisfield
This original anthology brings together for the first time 
Burkes kev writings on symbols and social relations, 
offering social scientists access to Burkes thought. 
Paper $15.95 344 pages
Library cloth edition $39.95

TOWARDS A LITERATURE
OF KNOWLEDGE
JEROME J. MCGANN
In the culmination of a five-part project on literature, 
textualitv, and ideology, McGann discusses the writings 
of Blake, Bvron, D. G. Rossetti, and Pound, exploring 
the ways poetry may be seen to possess truth functions 
and to constitute a pursuit of knowledge.
Cloth $24.95 150 pages

STANLEY CAVELL AND
LITERARY SKEPTICISM
MICHAEL FISCHER
In this first book-length study of Cavcll’s work in 
philosophy and in literary and film criticism, Fischer 
focuses on Cavcll’s relevance to the controversies 
surrounding poststructuralist literary theory, in 
particular the work of Jacques Derrida, J. Hillis Miller, 
Paul de Man, and Stanley Fish.
Paper $10.95 180 pages
Library cloth edition $27.50

READING PEOPLE, READING PLOTS
Character, Progression, and
the Interpretation of Narrative
JAMES PHELAN
Offering detailed readings of novels by writers from 
Austen to Calvino, Phelan argues for a rhetorical theory 
of character and progression and develops a new set of 
principles and methods for anah'zing narrative as rhetoric. 
Paper $13.95 238 pages
Library cloth edition $34.95

LITERATURE AND SOCIAL PRACTICE
Edited In PHILIPPE DESAN, PRISCILLA PARKHURST 
FERGUSON, and WENDY GRISWOLD 
Diverse, sometimes contradictory approaches (Marxism, 
New Historicism, publishing history, and others) 
mark this lively critical assessment of the sociological 
practices of literature.
Paper $13.50 302 popes
Library cloth edition $34.50
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new from Cornell
Places of
Performance
The Semiotics of Theatre 
Architecture

By MARVIN CARLSON. In this 
pioneering work, Carlson explores the 
cultural, social, and political meanings of 
theatre architecture through the ages. 
“The physical surroundings of perform
ance,” writes Carlson, “never really act as 
a totally neutral filter or frame. They are 
themselves always culturally encoded, and 
have always, sometimes blatantly, 
sometimes subtly, contributed to the 
reception of the performance.” $36.95

Russian Literary 
Politics and the 
Pushkin Celebration 
of 1880
By MARCUS C. LEVITT. In this richly 
detailed narrative history of the Pushkin 
Celebration and the developments that 
led up to it, Levitt explores the unique 
role of literature in nineteenth-century 
Russian intellectual life and puts Russian 
literary criticism, and Pushkin’s posthu
mous reputation, into fresh perspective. 
Studies of the Harriman Institute. $27.50

CORNELL
Cornell University Press *124 Roberts Place • Ithaca, NY 14850

From Reading Women Writing
A new series edited by Shari Benstock and Celeste Schenck

Autobiographical Voices
Race, Gender, Self-Portraiture

By FRANQOISE LIONNET. Adopting a boldly innovative approach to women’s 
autobiographical writing, Lionnet here examines the rhetoric of self-portraiture in 
works the authors of which are bilingual or multilingual or of mixed races or cultures. 
$29.95

The Unspeakable Mother
Forbidden Discourse in Jean Rhys and H.D.

By DEBORAH KELLY KLOEPFER. The Unspeakable Mother operates out of the 
intersection of two perspectives: women’s immersion in the mother/daughter dyad 
and the paradoxical absence of the mother in the daughter’s discourse. Drawing on 

American and French feminist theory, Kloepfer suggests that modernist 
women writers are encoding the mother/in relation to language. $24-95

Seductive
Reasoning
Pluralism as the 
Problematic of Contem
porary Literary Theory 
By ELLEN ROONEY. 
Seductive Reasoning takes a 
provocative look at contempo
rary Anglo-American literary 
theory, calling into question 
the critical consensus on plural
ism—its nature and its status in 
literary studies. Among the 
critics she discusses are Paul de 
Man, Fredric Jameson, E. D. 
Hirsch, Wayne Booth, and 
Stanley Fish. $27.50

The Other Side of 
the Story
Structures and Strategies of 
Contemporary Feminist 
Narratives

By MOLLY HITE. According to Hite, a 
number of the most influential women 
writing contemporary fiction are 
attempting innovations in narrative form 
which are more radical in xheir implica
tions than the dominant modes of 
fictional experimentation characterized as 
postmodernist. $23.95

Alien Tongues
Bilingual Russian Writers of the 
“First” Emigration

By ELIZABETH KLOSTY 
BEAUJOUR. Beaujour asserts that 
writers who have created significant 
bodies of work in more than one language 
are in many respects different from 
monolingual writers and must be seen in 
their linguistic complexity to be properly 
understood. Studies of the Harriman 
Institute. $29.95

Women in Modern 
Drama
Freud, Feminism, and 
European Theater at the Turn 
of the Century

By GAIL FINNEY. Finney explores the 
dynamics of gender identity and family 
relationships in major plays by European 
male dramatists including Ibsen, 
Strindberg, Shaw, Wilde, Schnitzler, 
Synge, Hofmannsthal, Wedekind, and 
Hauptmann. $27.50

Criticism in Action
Enlightenment Experiments in 
Political Writing 

By DEN A GOODMAN. Through fresh 
interpretations of three major Enlighten
ment texts, by Montesquieu, Rousseau, 
and Diderot, Goodman shows how 
critical theory broke out of the mold of 
earlier traditions of discourse and shaped 
its own agenda in the eighteenth century. 
$29.95
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